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World Protests Against Nazi Persecution Continue
Providence, RI – The Central Union of German Societies of Rhode Island this week issued a public declaration condemning persecution of Jews in Nazi Germany. “This barbarity,” noted the statement, “is a stigma
and a moral blemish of the good name of the German people, who do not approve of them.”
Youngstown – Leading clergymen of Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish faith are pressing a nation-wide boycott of Nazi products it was made known here at a meeting arranged by the Youngstown Peace Forum.
London – Leaders of all British faiths and all three principal parties spoke from the same platform at a
meeting here condemning the persecutions in Germany and in other countries.
Paris – French Catholics and Protestants today joined in protesting against the methods of persecution in
the world and passed a resolution announcing its decision to assist in the relief of persecuted “nonAryans.”
Gandhi Urges Passive Resistance For Jews
Bombay – “If ever there could be a justifiable war in the name of humanity, a war against Germany – to
prevent the wanton persecution of a whole race – would be completely justified,” said Mohandas K. Gandhi, writing in his weekly newspaper. He called Germany’s anti-Semitic campaign without parallel in history
and suggested that the victims try his own method of passive resistance. “If I were a Jew,” he said, “and
were born in Germany and earned my livelihood there, I would claim Germany as my home, even as the
tallest Gentile may, and challenge him to shoot me or cast me into a dungeon. I would refuse to be expelled or to submit to discriminating treatment.”
Rally in Washington Against Nazism
Washington D.C. – A united plea by Catholic and Protestant church leaders for “moral rearmament”
against racial and religious persecution throughout the world is being supported by Senator Edward R.
Burke of Nebraska who was the principal speaker at the fourth annual mass meeting of the Committee on
Religious Life.

Senator Burke called upon the nation to awaken to a movement by which this country, a “shrine of civil
liberty” would be a place where religious freedom had opportunity to hold full sway.
“Many of us,” asserted the Rec. Albert Joseph McCartney, who presided, “have been moved to attend out
of sympathy for the Jews, and because of our profound concern for the fortunes of religious freedom in all
groups.”
Protest Meetings Held in Russia
Moscow – Prominent writers, actors, and architects lashed out against current atrocities in Nazi Germany
at huge mass meetings held throughout the Soviet where in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and other citied
large crowds gathered to protest the anti-Jewish campaign.

“Pogroms Pay! Behind the Anti-Jewish Terror in Germany” from The Baltimore
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Pogroms Pay! Behind the Anti-Jewish Terror in Germany
By William Zukerman
While the whole world stands aghast at the ferocity of the renewed anti-Jewish terror in Germany, decent men and
women everywhere, revolted by sadism and brutality, are asking why this Medievalism, why this needless cruelty? Mr.
Zuckerman provides the answer in this startling analysis of the financial side of official anti-Semitism. – The Editor

During the last half a year the Nazi regime in Germany has entered a new phase in the development of its
anti-Jewish policy, a phase which has not yet received from the world the attention which it deserves. This
is the exploitation of anti-Semitism not only for social and psychological purpose, as has been the case until
now, but also for financial aims, as a means of party and State revenue. In Nazi Germany Jewish capital and
savings which have taken centuries to accumulate, are daily being confiscated without the slightest cause or
reason except that they belong to Jews; Jewish industries and commercial enterprises which have been built
up by generations of labor, are daily being “Aryanized,” i.e., taken from their Jewish owners, with and without nominal compensation, and given to non-Jews. Jewish savings, investments, property, even house furniture and personal belongings are appropriated. Jewish emigrants who leave Germany have 96% of their belongings officially taken from them… Finally there is the Goering decree which has already taken the first
steps towards a clean sweep of every bit of property owned by German Jews whether they leave of remain
in the country.
The significance of this, one fears, is not sufficiently appreciated by most people. The manifestation is
too much obscured by the vapours of sadistic savagery which are not rising so heavily from Nazi Germany.
Yet, these acts are of greater significance than the more spectacular physical brutalities perpetrated in the
concentration camps and in the streets of Vienna and Berlin and of a greater importance to the existence of
the Fascist regimes…
For Fascist anti-Semitism has now assumed a new and unique aspect. It has become a lucrative
source of income for individual Fascists and for their Governments. The plain facts are that Jews in Germany are now being openly robbed and literally stripped of everything of value they possess because it has
been discovered that IT PAYS TO DO SO.
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No Light, No Shadow – Only Darkness
Editorial from Baltimore daily (German Language) Correspondent Wednesday, November 16th 1938
Without avail, we seek after light, after a singly ray of hopeful light, when we view the picture of the
current events in the German Reich… the sufferings and the despair heaped upon persons who have the
misfortune of being members of a foreign helpless race that happened to have one in their midst who
committed a serious crime. For this crime, like the darkest days of history, an entire race is being held
responsible, condemned and sentenced.
If, up to this time the world could believe that anti-Semitism in Germany has been the direct result of
dire want and economic conditions in the country, and hoped that with an improvement in economic
conditions this hatred too would disappear; this hope has now been shattered. These vents clearly show
that this hatred was not created on account of the dire economic condition of the German people, but
in the present political leadership of that nation.
The same mass-psychology that has accomplished so much that is good and strong in the Third Reich is
now being used in work of which every German must be ashamed, or if he isn’t, should be ashamed. The
whole world is shocked at the atrocities committed by the German leaders against the Jews, and the
entire world cannot be wrong; the judgement of the world must certainly weigh more in the scales of
justice than in the last analysis than the judgement of a few men who today Germany has the misfortune
of having as its leaders. Because of some of their good works gone before, these men believe they will
always be the leaders of the German people, they believe their Reich will last a thousand years. But hate
has never created anything permanent and hate in Germany will be Germany’s loss. Hate threatens not
only the existence of the German Jews, it threatens the continuance of the German Reich itself. Only
madness can countenance the action of the leaders, and if the terrible practices against the German Jews
continues, then one must believe that people who speak of it as madness is absolutely correct. One
does not have to be known as an enemy of National-Socialism or further, an enemy of the German
people, when one protests such undertakings; the German nation is on a dangerous road that will lead
to complete isolation and will have the result of having the entire civilized world against them. When in
view of the events in Germany, a wave of protest and anger arises in all the countries of the world and
from every humane heart, then these atrocities must be condemned, and it is high time for Germany to
change its course if it doesn’t want to be swept away and engulfed by this wave of protest. These
protests are not undue interference in the internal matters of the German Reich but a proof that this
concerns the entire human race; they are the voices of world conscience and humanity and prophesy
the judgement in advance – let those who have causes these conditions, beware!

